THE COMMISSIONERS OF FIRE DISTRICT NO. 2
BOROUGH OF TINTON FALLS, COUNTY OF MONMOUTH
Workshop – Minutes - August 5, 2021
Albert Neis called the workshop meeting of the Commissioners to order at
19:01.
In accordance with the Open Meetings Act, Albert Neis read the following
statement. “Adequate notice of this meeting has been provided in accordance with
the Open Meetings Act by the adoption of a schedule of meetings and notice
thereof being posted in the municipal building, being filed with the municipal clerk
and being transmitted to the Coaster and the Hub all within 48 hours prior to this
meeting. And posted on the website and held in accordance with an executive
order in relation to virtual meetings due to the pandemic.”
When the roll call was taken, it showed commissioners Charles Bell, Albert
Neis, Brendan Tobin, and Mason Lewis at the meeting. Peter Maclearie was not in
attendance for the workshop meeting.
Brendan Tobin asked if there was anything to be done for repeat calls for
false alarms. Richard Braslow and Brendan Tobin discussed it. Richard Braslow
said other towns have ordinances with escalating fees for repeat calls, but no one
was sure on what we have. Brendan Tobin then brought up the issue of getting
called to down wires after a policy was put in place against being called to wire
calls. Brendan Tobin said he would follow up with the town and county to verify
what is in place.
Mason Lewis reviewed what Cindy Anderson had sent prior to the meeting
concerning insurance updates:
• I had previously submitted the revised Life Insurance Invoice - please
let me know when I can pick that checkup, or someone can drop it off
at my house. That needs to be received by and no later than 9/1.
• Charlies’ old workers comp claim is still open
• VFIS added the new truck to the policy - they would not add it and
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change the value in stages because there is no way to know what the
actual value is day-to-day. It was added with an agreed value of 1.3
million - waiting on the endorsement to come through to see the
premium. I did explain to Brendan that Pierce only has garage
liability coverage and how it works. I will be happy to explain that to
anyone else as well.
• Eleanor Mikkelsen’s death benefit was finally paid to the attorney
• Attached you will find the final revised audit from the workers comp
policy term 2019-2020 - they have removed the PAID fireman
classification and you should be receiving $198 back soon if not
already
• I had reached out and received back updated drivers lists for both
TFFC1 and NSEC4 - the auto portion of your package policy will be
endorsed to reflect the drivers - no charge for that
There being no further business to discuss, a motion was made by Brendan
Tobin with the second by Charles Bell to adjourn at 19:07. All in favor.
Mason Lewis
Secretary
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